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Abstract

Event argument extraction (EAE) is a sub-
task of event extraction where the goal is to
identify roles of entity mentions for events in
text. The current state-of-the-art approaches
for this problem explore prompt-based meth-
ods to prompt pre-trained language models for
arguments over input context. However, ex-
isting prompt-based methods mainly rely on
discrete and manually-designed prompts that
cannot exploit specific context for each exam-
ple to improve customization for optimal per-
formance. In addition, the discrete nature of
current prompts prevents the incorporation of
relevant context from multiple external docu-
ments to enrich prompts for EAE. To this end,
we propose a novel prompt-based method for
EAE that introduces soft prompts to facilitate
the encoding of individual example context and
multiple relevant documents to boost EAE. We
extensively evaluate the proposed method on
benchmark datasets for EAE to demonstrate its
benefits with state-of-the-art performance.

1 Introduction

As an important task in Information Extraction (IE),
Event Argument Extraction (EAE) aims to recog-
nize event arguments and roles for given event
mentions in text. For example, in the text “On
the morning of 1 March 2019, Taliban gunmen and
suicide bombers attacked Camp Shorabak.” with
the event trigger “attacked” of type Conflict.Attack,
the goal of EAE systems is to identify “gunmen”
and “bombers as the Attacker argument, and “Camp
Shorabak” as the Target. Along with event detec-
tion, EAE has important applications for different
natural language processing (NLP) tasks.

EAE research progress has been accelerated by
deep learning architectures to significantly boost
extraction performance. Early deep learning mod-
els for EAE have followed the traditional ap-
proaches to formulate EAE as classification or
sequence labeling problems (Chen et al., 2015;

Nguyen et al., 2016; Sha et al., 2018; Liu et al.,
2018; Nguyen and Nguyen, 2018; Pouran Ben Vey-
seh et al., 2022a). Recently, there has been a
growing interest in solving EAE in the new ques-
tion answering or text generation frameworks to
better exploit task-specific information (e.g., la-
bels/descriptions of argument roles) via prompts for
pre-trained language models (PLM). As such, ques-
tion answering methods for EAE create a question
for each argument role to perform span extraction
over input context (Du and Cardie, 2020; Liu et al.,
2020; Li et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021a) while text
generation models directly consume an input text
and argument-specified prompt/template to gener-
ate arguments for each event mention (Li et al.,
2021; Zeng et al., 2022). However, a common
issue in current prompt-based methods for EAE
involves the use of discrete and manually-designed
prompts to present task information for the mod-
els, e.g., event types and argument roles. As such,
these prompts often follow some pre-defined tem-
plates (Li et al., 2021; Ma et al., 2022) that are
applied to extract arguments for all events in text.
While convenient for human understanding, dis-
crete and pre-defined prompts might not be ideal
for all examples, causing sub-optimal performance
(Liu et al., 2021b). The discrete nature also makes
it challenging to achieve prompt customization for
each example in EAE models. Further, due to the
employment of PLMs, it has been observed that
model performance can be very sensitive to spe-
cific formulations of discrete prompts (Zhao et al.,
2021; Ma et al., 2022), leading to instability and
less reliability when adapting to different datasets.

Another issue of hard prompts for EAE mod-
els concerns other relevant examples from training
data that can provide helpful information to support
argument prediction for current input text and event
type. As such, a few recent work has retrieved re-
lated examples for an input text to combine with
hard prompts to improve EAE (Du et al., 2022; Du
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and Ji, 2022). However, due to the input length
limit of PLMs, the number of relevant examples in
the prompts is also constrained, thus unable to fully
leverage their advantages to boost performance.

To this end, our work proposes a novel prompt-
based method for EAE where learnable soft
prompts are explicitly introduced to enable prompt
customization for examples, stability improvement,
and incorporation of relevant example context. In
particular, based on the architecture of generative
PLMs, our model directly utilizes input example
representations to compute soft prompts for EAE,
thus allowing the prompts to be specifically de-
signed for each example for better customization.
In addition, soft prompts facilitate the accumula-
tion of representations of relevant examples for an
input event type to consume more examples for
richer prompts. To exploit this flexibility of soft
prompts, our model extensively considers relevant
examples as the texts in training data that contain
similar event types to an input text, leading to com-
prehensive external event context to aid EAE. Ac-
cordingly, we introduce a graph structure to capture
mentioning relations between documents and event
types. This graph is then fed into graph neural
networks to facilitate representation aggregation
of relevant documents with similar events for soft
prompt computation. We evaluate the proposed
model for EAE on the benchmark datasets RAMS
and WIKIEVENTS. The results demonstrate the
benefits of the proposed method, leading to state-
of-the-art performance for EAE.

2 Model

In EAE, given an event trigger/mention in a doc-
ument, we need to identify argument spans and
roles for the event. For convenience, let D =
{D1, . . . , D|D|} be the set of documents in the
training data and ek ∈ Di be the current event
trigger in document Di with event type et for EAE.

Relevant Context Aggregation: Our EAE
model follows the prompt-based framework (Ma
et al., 2022) where a prompt is created for each
event type and fed into the pre-trained language
model BART (Lewis et al., 2020) to perform span
extraction for the argument roles. As such, in con-
trast to hard and manually-designed prompts as in
previous work, our model introduces soft prompts
with example customization and relevant example
aggregation to boost the performance. In particular,
given the current event trigger ek ∈ Di, our model

first aims to aggregate context representations from
relevant documents in D for the event type et of
ek to enrich soft prompt computation. Motivated
by relevant documents via similar event types, we
we first construct an event-type mentioning graph
G between the documents in D and the event types
T = {t1, . . . , t|T |} to facilitate representation ag-
gregation. In particular, the node set V for our
graph involves both documents and event types,
i.e., V = D ∪ T . We only connect a document
Du ∈ D and an event type tv in G if there exists an
event mention of type tv in Du. In this way, we can
link the documents in D via similar event type men-
tioning for convenient representation aggregation
with graph neural networks.

To obtain representations for each document
Du ∈ D, we introduce the markers <ET> and
</ET> before and after each event trigger word in
Du to generate the marker-augmented document
D̂u. The augmented document is then sent into
the encoder of BART to produce a representation
for each word in D̂u (using the averages of hidden
vectors in the last layer for sub-words). Afterward,
the representation D

0
u for Du ∈ D is computed by

performing mean pooling over the representations
for the <ET> markers of event triggers, aiming to
retain event-focused context in the representation.
For the event types tv ∈ T , we initialize their repre-
sentations t0v randomly. Afterward, the graph G and
representations D0

u and t
0
v for documents and event

types are consumed by a graph attention network
(Veličković et al., 2017) to aggregate the represen-
tations via the connections in G, producing richer
representations D

L
u and t

L
v for Du and tv after L

layers of transformation. Consequently, we treat
the induced representation et for the current event
type et as the aggregation for context information
of relevant documents for prompt computation for
ek ∈ Di in the next steps.

Soft Prompt Computation: For convenience,
let ek be the representation for the event trigger ek
after the marker-augmented document D̄i for Di

is encoded by the BART encoder in the previous
step. As such, our soft prompt for EAE for trigger
ek ∈ Di will be a matrix Psoft of size Ms × d
where Ms is a hyper-parameter and d is the dimen-
sion of the hidden vectors in our core model BART,
thus allowing Psoft to be integrated into the com-
putation of BART. To achieve a customized soft
prompt Psoft for ek in our model, the contextual
representation ek for ek will be utilized to compute
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Psoft. In addition, as discussed above, Psoft will
also be conditioned on the aggregation of relevant
context representations et for the the event type
et of ek to enrich the prompt and facilitate argu-
ment extraction. To this end, we utilize a learnable
feed-forward network FF to transform the con-
catenation ek and t

L
k into a vector of size Ms × d.

This vector will then be reshaped to form our soft
prompt Psoft = reshape(FF ([ek; et])).

Prompt-based EAE: While soft prompts en-
able example customization and relevant context
incorporation for the models, we further inherit the
hard prompts to explicitly specify expected argu-
ment roles for span extraction. In particular, to
achieve a fair comparison, we utilize the same hard
prompt for each event type as in previous work (Li
et al., 2021; Ma et al., 2022) that connects all ar-
gument roles with natural language. For example,
for the event type Life.Consume.Unspecified, the
hard prompt to indicate argument roles is: <Con-
sumingEntity> consumed <ConsumedThing> at
<Place> place.

For each event type t, we send its hard prompt
into the embedding layer of BART to obtain a rep-
resentation for each word (i.e., using averages of
embeddings for sub-tokens), leading to the hard
prompt representation P t

hard of size M t
h×d (M t

h is
the length of the hard prompt for t). We then con-
catenate the soft and hard prompt representations to
create a single prompt Pr for EAE with BART, i.e.,
Prt = [P t

hard, Psoft] of size (Ms+M t
h)×d. Next,

we follow the prompt-for-extraction framework in
(Ma et al., 2022) to use the BART encoder to en-
code input context for Di while the prompt P t will
be employed to prompt the BART decoder for span
extraction. Given the current trigger ek ∈ Di, we
first inject the trigger markers <ETi> and </ETi>
before and after ek in Di to create an input context
D′

i, which is then encoded by the BART encoder to
return a sequence of representations Denc

i for the
words in D′

i. In the next step, the BART decoder is
employed to learn richer representations for the
context and prompt using their interactions via
cross-attention in multiple layers, returning the rep-
resentations Ddec

i = BART-Decoder(Denc
i ;Denc

i )

and Pr
t
= BART-Decoder(Pr;Denc

i ) for the con-
text and prompt.

Afterward, for the j-th argument role for
event type t, we obtain a role representation ϕt

j

by mean-pooling its corresponding sub-token
representations in the prompt representation

Pr
t. Similar to (Ma et al., 2022), we employ

two selection heads sstart and send (of d dimen-
sions) to compute start and end span selectors
ϕt,start
j = ϕt

j ⊙ sstart and ϕt,end
j = ϕt

j ⊙ send (⊙
is the element-wise multiplication). Each span
selector tuple θtj = (ϕt,start

j , ϕt,end
j ) then aims to

select at most one argument span for the j-th role
of t. Here, the golden span for this role is denoted
by (at,startj , at,endj ). It will be set to (0, 0) if event
ek does not have an argument of this role in Di. As
such, the extractive prompt framework is utilized
to estimate distributions over token positions in
D for how likely each token in Di would serve
as the start/end position for the argument span
of the role: P t,start

j = softmax(ϕt,start
j Ddec

i ),

P t,end
j = softmax(ϕt,end

j Ddec
i ). Finally, to

train our model, we optimize the loss:
L = −∑

ek∈D
∑

j(log(P
t,start
j (at,startj )) +

log(P t,end
j (at,endj ))) (i.e., over all events in D).

Inference: At inference time, given an input
text, event type, and argument role, we consider all
possible argument spans for the role, ensuring that
the start indexes are smaller than the end indexes
(including (0, 0)) and their lengths do not exceed
a maximum value computed over training data. A
score for each span is obtained using the proba-
bility log(P t,start

j (at,startj )) + log(P t,end
j (at,endj ).

The span with the highest score will be chosen for
prediction. Finally, the aggregations et of relevant
context representations for event types, which are
learned during training, are used in test time.

3 Experiments

Datasets and Hyper-parameters: Following pre-
vious work (Li et al., 2021; Ma et al., 2022), we
employ two latest datasets for EAE to evaluate
our model, i.e., RAMS (Ebner et al., 2020) and
WIKIEVENTS (Li et al., 2021). Both datasets
involve multiple events in a document where argu-
ments can distribute over different sentences from
the event triggers. We utilize the same train/dev/test
splits, data pre-processing, and evaluation metrics
for the datasets as in previous work (Ma et al.,
2022) for fair comparison. In particular, our met-
rics include: Argument Identification F1 score
(Arg-I) and Argument Classification F1 score (Arg-
C) scores. For WIKIEVENTS, we also use Ar-
gument Head F1 score (Head-C) to only consider
headword matching for arguments. Finally, we
fine-tune the hyper-parameters for our model on
the development data.
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Comparison: We compare our method (called
SPEAE for soft prompts for EAE) with the state-of-
the-art models for EAE. In particular, we consider
two groups of baselines: (i) text generation-based
models: BART-Gen (Li et al., 2021), and (ii) ques-
tion answering-based models: FEAE (Wei et al.,
2021), DocMRC (Liu et al., 2021a), EEQA (Du
and Cardie, 2020), EEQA-BART (Du and Cardie,
2020), EA2E (Zeng et al., 2022), and PAIE (Ma
et al., 2022). The performance of EA2E is ob-
tained by running the provided code over our pre-
processed data using the same evaluation metrics
for a fair comparison. The performance for other
baselines is inherited from (Ma et al., 2022), which
presents the model PAIE with current best-reported
results for our datasets.

Model PLM
RAMS WIKIEVENTS

Arg-I Arg-C Arg-I Arg-C Head-C
BART-Gen BART-b 50.9 44.9 47.5 41.7 44.2

BART-l 51.2 47.1 66.8 62.4 65.4
FEAE BERT-b 53.5 47.4 - - -
DocMRC BERT-b - 45.7 - 43.3 -
EEQA BERT-b 46.4 44 54.3 53.2 56.9

BERT-l 48.7 46.7 56.9 54.5 59.3
EEQA-BART BART-b 49.4 46.3 60.3 57.1 61.4

BART-l 51.7 48.7 61.6 57.4 61.3
EA2E BART-b - - 64.5 58.6 61.7

BART-l - - 70.8 65.7 67.8
PAIE BART-b 54.7 49.5 68.9 63.4 66.5

BART-l 56.8 52.2 70.5 65.3 68.4
SPEAE (ours) BART-b 56.0 51.1 70.6 66.2 69.6

BART-l 58.0 53.3 71.9 66.1 68.8

Table 1: Model performance on test data.

Table 1 shows the performance of the meth-
ods over the test datasets along with their cor-
responding PLM versions. The most important
observation from the table is that the proposed
method SPEAE significantly outperforms the base-
line methods (with p < 0.01) for both base and
larger versions of the PLM models (i.e., BERT and
BART). It just clearly demonstrates the benefits of
the proposed method for EAE with contextualized
soft prompts for instances and relevant context.

Model Arg-I Arg-C Head-C
SPEAE (full) 70.6 66.2 69.6
No example context ek for Psoft 69.7 65.5 68.4
No relevant context et for Psoft 70.1 65.8 68.9
No soft prompt Psoft 69.4 64.7 67.5
No graph for et 69.1 65.3 68.1

Table 2: Ablation study on test data.

Ablation Study: To reveal the contribution of the
designed components in SPEAE, we perform an ab-
lation study over the WIKIEVENT test data. Table

2 presents the performance of the ablated models.
In particular, for soft prompts, we first exclude
either the example-specific context representation
ek or the relevant context aggregation et from the
computation of the soft prompt Psoft. As the per-
formance of the resulting models is significantly
worse than SPEAE, it clearly testifies to the im-
portance of such components for prompt-based
models for EAE. The performance is furthered de-
graded when the soft prompt Psoft is completely
eliminated from the prompt, thus suggesting the
effectiveness of soft prompts for EAE. Additional,
instead of computing the relevant context aggrega-
tions for event types et with a graph neural network,
we explore a variant to directly obtain et from the
average representation of the documents in D that
contain an event mention of type et. The worse
performance of the ablated model clearly confirms
the benefits of the graph neural network for repre-
sentation aggregation of relevant documents/event
types for soft prompt computation for EAE.

Low-resource Learning: To better understand the
operation of the proposed model SPEAE under
low-resource training settings, we perform an eval-
uation when different ratios of training data are
employed to train the models. In particular, we
compare SPEAE with the previous state-of-the-
art models, i.e., EEQA (Du and Cardie, 2020),
EEQA-BART (Du and Cardie, 2020), and PAIE
(Ma et al., 2022) in this low-resource learning ex-
periment. Table 3 demonstrates the performance of
the models (based on Arg-C) on the development
data of WIKIEVENTS. As can be seen from the
table, the proposed model SPEAE is significantly
better than the baseline methods over different ra-
tios of training data, ranging from 1% to 50%. It
just clearly highlights the advantages of our pro-
posed method for low-resource learning settings.
We attribute these advantages to the introduction
of context information from current example and
relevant documents to enrich soft prompts, allow-
ing SPEAE to better utilize available training data
to boost performance.

Stability Study: One of the major issues with the
discrete prompts in previous EAE models is that
model performance can be sensitive to specific for-
mats of the hand-designed prompts (Zhao et al.,
2021; Ma et al., 2022). This raises an important
concern for the applications of EAE models to dif-
ferent datasets and problems as optimal formats
of the prompts might be unclear for new datasets,
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Model
Training Data Ratio

1% 2% 5% 10% 20% 50%
EEQA 15.0 18.1 35.7 43.2 45.5 49.6
EEQA-BART 21.2 18.3 42.9 44.3 54.1 56.8
PAIE 31.3 40 52.1 51.4 54.9 59.8
SPEAE (ours) 35.0 43.8 52.3 56.7 58.7 64.7

Table 3: Low-resource learning performance (Arg-C) of
the models on the development data of WIKIEVENTS.
Models are trained on different ratios of training data.

necessitating further laborious efforts for prompt
development and selection. To understand the sen-
sitivity/stability of EAE models over different for-
mats of discrete prompts, this experiment explores
three variants of discrete prompts for EAE as dis-
cussed in (Ma et al., 2022), i.e., Manual Template,
Uncontextualized Soft Prompt, and Concatenate
Template. In particular, Manual Template (MA) in-
volves the discrete prompts we utilize in our work,
(Li et al., 2021), and (Ma et al., 2022). It concate-
nates all argument roles for an event type using nat-
ural language. For Uncontextualized Soft Prompt
(USP), the prompts link argument roles with role-
specific special tokens (Qin and Eisner, 2021; Liu
et al., 2021b). These tokens are associated with
learnable embedding vectors to help transform dis-
crete prompts into representation vectors for further
computation. Here, a key difference between these
embeddings for argument role-specific tokens and
our soft prompts is that our soft prompts are contex-
tualized over current example context and relevant
documents. In contrast, the learnable embeddings
for role-specific tokens in USP are only initialized
randomly, thus unable to contextualize over ex-
ample context for better customization and richer
prompts as in our soft prompts. Finally, in Con-
catenate Template (CA), all argument role names
for an event type are simply concatenated to form
prompts (Ma et al., 2022).

Using three variants of discrete prompts, we
compare the performance (based Arg-C) of our
proposed model SPEAE and the current state-of-
the-art discrete-prompt model PAIE for EAE. Table
4 presents model performance on the RAMS de-
velopment data. It is clear from the table that the
proposed model SPEAE performs significantly bet-
ter than PAIE over different variants of discrete
prompts, thus further demonstrating the benefits of
SPEAE. Importantly, while PAIE exhibits diverse
performance gaps across different discrete prompts,
SPEAE maintains more stable performance. This
suggests an important advantage of SPEAE that is

less sensitive to specific discrete prompt formats
to enable convenient extension to new applications
with less development efforts for prompt design.

Model MA USP CA
PAIE 48.8 47.4 45.2
SPEAE (ours) 51.5 52.2 51.1

Table 4: Model performance over the development data
of RAMS using different variants of discrete prompts:
MA (Manual Template), USP (Uncontextualized Soft
Prompts), and CA (Concatenate Template). Perfor-
mance for PAIE is obtained by running the provided
code from the original paper to achieve fair comparison.

4 Related Work

Multiple methods have been introduced to solve
EAE, including early feature-based methods (Li
et al., 2013; Yang and Mitchell, 2016) and recent
deep learning models (Chen et al., 2015; Nguyen
et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2018; Lin et al., 2020;
Nguyen et al., 2022). While most previous meth-
ods have focused on the classification frameworks
(Pouran Ben Veyseh et al., 2020; Nguyen et al.,
2021; Pouran Ben Veyseh et al., 2022b), PLMs has
enabled recent formulation of EAE via question
answering (Du and Cardie, 2020; Liu et al., 2020;
Li et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021a; Wei et al., 2021) or
text generation (Paolini et al., 2021; Li et al., 2021;
Lu et al., 2021; Zeng et al., 2022) paradigms. At
the core of such models involves questions/prompts
to specify argument roles to prompt PLMs. How-
ever, the questions/prompts in previous methods
are mainly discrete and hand-designed, making it
hard to customize for each example and incorporate
various relevant context.

5 Conclusion

We introduce a new prompt-based method for EAE
that features soft prompts to achieve example cus-
tomization and relevant context augmentation to
enrich prompts. Extensive experiments demon-
strate the advantages of the proposed method for
EAE. In the future, we will explore soft prompts
for other problems in IE for better understanding.

Limitations

In this work, we propose a novel method for EAE
that introduces learnable soft prompts to capture
specific-example context and relevant documents
for prompt customization and enrichment. Al-
though experiment results have demonstrated the
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benefits of the proposed model, there are several
limitations that can be addressed for further im-
provement in future work. First, similar to previ-
ous EAE studies (Du and Cardie, 2020; Li et al.,
2021; Ma et al., 2022), our EAE model assumes
golden event triggers for event types that might not
be available for real-world applications. As such,
future work can develop more comprehensive re-
search and models to accommodate predicted event
triggers while still maintaining competitive per-
formance for EAE. Second, to aggregate relevant
document representations for soft prompt compu-
tation, our EAE method leverage an event type
mentioning graph that capture documents, event
types, and their occurrence in training data. On
the one hand, the graph does not involve argument
roles that are directly related to EAE and might
provide richer information/context to obtain rep-
resentation aggregation to augment soft prompts.
On the other hand, our method only explores graph
attention networks to perform representation ag-
gregation while many other variants of graph neu-
ral networks have not been considered, e.g., deep
graph convolutional networks (Chen et al., 2020).
Future work can explore richer graphs and graph
neural networks to learn better representations for
soft prompts for EAE. Third, despite the introduc-
tion of soft prompts with important benefits, our
method still needs to rely on discrete prompts to
explicitly specify event types and argument roles.
Although our experiments demonstrate better stabil-
ity of the proposed method with different discrete
prompt variants, adapting our method to new lan-
guages will still require some prompt development
effort to achieve optimal performance. Finally, in
contrast to the interpretability of discrete prompts,
soft prompts are less explainable, which can be
addressed in future work to make the proposed
method more accessible to various users.
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